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The Rescue Bots are Transformers that work with a family of heroes to rescue humans from
disasters. These non-violent Transformer stories are aimed at preschool viewers. Hasbro takes a
page from Marvel for their new television show "Transformers: Rescue Bots." They make the Robots
in Disguise look cuter and more toddler friendly to grab that audience. It's something toy
manufacturers and television producers have been doing for decades. Anybody remember "Muppet
Babies," "Tiny Toons," "The Flintstone Kids," or "A Pup Named Scooby-Doo?"

"Transformers: Rescue Bots" brings the metallic heroes to the town of Griffin Rock, Maine. Each of
the four Transformers take on the forms of a bulldozer, fire engine, helicopter, and police car. Chase,
Heatwave, Blades, and Boulder are recruited by Optimus Prime to assist a police chief, firefighter,
helicopter pilot, and engineer fight fires, aliens, and other dangers.

The show is perfect for younger children and geared to them. However, most Transformers fans will
enjoy the show for what it is. It moves at a quick pace and is entertaining yet simple. Like most
animated shows these days, there's a message of some type for kids.

This would fit in perfectly with "The Superhero Squad" on Saturday mornings. The animation is
similar but still has its own flavor mixed with it. It's colorful and fun to look at, which is perfect for its
target viewers.

"Transformers: Rescue Bots" will keep children and their parents enthralled with quality family-
friendly adventures featuring everyone's favorite robots. This show is absolutely a surprise. I
watched it out of curiosity, and I've been blown away by the clever writing. It's obvious that the
writers are lovers of the Transformers lore and franchise. The show strays away from violence, even
avoiding the word "death" or "die" whenever possible, but even though the show itself isn't that
violent, it is obvious that the universe presented is connected to the universe opened up in
Transformers: Prime and Transformers: Robots in Disguise, where peril exists, violence exists, and,
most of all, Decepticons exist! In Rescue Bots, we get references to the Transformers lore that work
as fun easter eggs for Transformers fans, as well as alluding the possibility of there being "more than
meets the eye" to the world that is being presented. The references range from Unicron to Alpha
Trion himself! The show even gives us fun movie references, such as E.T., Jaws, Back to the Future,
and Aliens!

This show has such well written characters who have interesting personalities that get tested,
strengthened, and even grown in the course of the three seasons the show has had so far. We have
BLADES, afraid of heights but proving that he's brave enough to face his fears when others are in
need. We have BOULDER, homesick for Cybertron but in awe of the wonders and beauty of Earth. We
see HEATWAVE, the strong-willed and often arrogant leader of the Rescue Bots who grows fond of
the Burns family and will put anyone's life before his own. Lastly, we have CHASE, a law enforcer
who follows everything down to protocol, but learns to act on his own will as a Rescue Bot when
protocol is not enough.

Along with the Rescue Bots, we have the Burns family, Kade, Cody, Dani, Graham, and Chief Burns,
who work alongside the bots, teaching the Autobots while learning from them at the same time. The
show demonstrates growth in the characters, both robot and human, while placing challenges and
obstacles in their way that reveal vulnerabilities and flaws. No one is perfect, and children watching
the show can see that not every person has good intentions, as several characters in the show want
nothing but money and power (i.e. Dr. Morocco).

So, as a lover of storytelling and Transformers, I say that this show is perfect for young viewers and
Transformers fans alike. Yes, Griffin Rock is the least safe city I've seen in a kid's show. I even
nickname it "Murphy's Island", a reference to Murphy's Law, as every event going on in the show
goes horribly wrong somehow, and literally nothing and no one is safe from danger. But the writing
and character design separates Rescue Bots from shows like Transformers: Prime, which suffered
from poor character writing and design (in my opinion). Who knows...maybe we'll get to see First Aid,
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a Protectobot from Transformers G1! Can't wait for season 4! Rescue Bots is aimed at a considerably
younger audience than most other Transformers cartoon shows, hence the fun, easy-to-follow stories
and the bright, colorful and attractive animation. The toys based on the show are also engineered to
be very simple to transform.

This, however, does not mean that the show is "dumbed down" in any way -- on the contrary! The
characterization, fast-paced action, humor, and the several movie references and technical terms
that the target audience probably wouldn't understand, make it bearable to any grown-ups watching
it with their kids.

In a nutshell, Rescue Bots isn't a kids' cartoon in the sense that it can only be enjoyed by children. It
is a fairly intelligent and competent cartoon show, which is only "juvenile" in its simplistic animation
style, at times silly-sounding story premises, and in the sense that violence and other themes not
suitable for children are kept at a minimum. Yes. They both take place in the same continuity, as
confirmed by Executive Producer Jeff Kline. The Optimus Prime and Bumblebee in this cartoon is the
same ones as in the Transformers Prime (2010) animated show. If you have followed both series, you
may have noticed that the time when the Rescue Bots lost contact with Optimus corresponded
exactly with the story arc in Transformers: Prime during which he became brainwashed and joined
the evil Decepticons. No, no Decepticon character has appeared in the series so far. The reason
behind this is that the main focus of this cartoon isn't the war between the Autobots and Decepticons
-- it's about a rescue unit of relatively inexperienced Autobots whose objective is to ensure the safety
of their surroundings.

The creators have also explained that if any Decopticons were to appear, they would have to be
"defanged" greatly in order to maintain the child-friendly tone of the show. Not wanting to tone down
the threat posed by the Decepticons, they instead chose to avoid featuring them.

References are made to the existence of Decepticons, though. Optimus Prime mentions them briefly
in one of his messages to the Rescue Bots, and in the first season finale, Bumblebee briefly confuses
a group of Morbots (giant rule-enforcing robots created by the evil Dr. Morocco) for Decepticons.
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